Two nonsymmetric search directions for semide nite programming, the XZ and ZX search directions, are proposed. They are derived from a nonsymmetric formulation of the semide nite programming problem. The XZ direction corresponds to the direct linearization of the central path equation XZ = I; while the ZX direction corresponds to ZX = I. The XZ and ZX directions are well de ned if both X and Z are positive de nite matrices, where X may be nonsymmetric. We present an algorithm using the XZ and ZX directions alternately following the Mehrotra predictor-corrector framework. Numerical results show that the XZ/ZX algorithm is, in most cases, faster than the XZ+ZX method of Alizadeh, Overton, and Haeberly (AHO) while achieving similar accuracy.
Introduction
The semide nite programming (SDP) problem has the standard form (P) minfC X : A i X = b i ; i = 1; : : : ; m; X 2 S n + g; where C 2 S n ; A i 2 S n ; i = 1; : : : ; m; b = (b 1 ; : : : ; b m ) T 2 IR m are given data. Here S n denotes the set of all n n symmetric matrices and S n + the set of all n n symmetric positive semide nite matrices. G H is the trace of G T H. For simplicity we assume that A i ; i = 1; : : :; m, are linearly independent.
Under the assumption that both (1.1) and (1.2) have nite solutions and their optimal values are equal, X and (y ; Z ) are solutions of (1.1) and (1. 1=2 respectively. Among these directions, the AHO direction has been observed to achieve the highest accuracy. We also mention that Monteiro and Zanj acomo 6], and Toh 9] recently reported other search directions that can attain high accuracy.
All the above-mentioned search directions involve the linearization of a speci c symmetric central path equation. In this paper, we show that the nonsymmetric central path equation (1.4) can be directly used without any symmetrization and that the resulting nonsymmetric search direction can be applied for interior-point algorithms. Our approach is based on the following nonsymmetric formulation of SDP whose solution set contains that of (1. In (1.8) the notation 0 X 2 IR n n means that X is positive semide nite, but not necessarily symmetric. In Section 2, we will prove that if (X ; y ; Z ) is a solution of (1. We will show that the XZ and ZX direction exist provided X and S are positive denite. Extensive numerical experiments show that interior-point methods based on the XZ or on the ZX direction alone are not very e cient. On the other hand, if these directions are used alternately, the e ciency is highly improved. Such a method is called an XZ/ZX method. Our numerical experiments show that the XZ/ZX method integrated in the Mehrotra predictor-corrector framework is competitive with the corresponding AHO method. The two methods have similar accuracy. Although our method usually takes about three more iterations, the CPU time as well as the number of oating-point operations is less in most cases. This is because our algorithm avoids the Lyapunov equations that the AHO method has to solve at each iteration.
The following notation and terminology are used throughout the paper: Let us consider the complexity of the computation of the XZ direction. Assume that the matrices A i are not sparse. Then the major computational e ort consists in forming the Schur matrix M. If formula (3.4) is used, the XZ direction can be computed in 4mn 3 + 2m 2 n 2 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ) ops, since 2m matrix multiplications and m 2 inner products are involved. Therefore, the complexity of computing the XZ direction by using formula (3.4) is 4mn 3 + 2m 2 n 2 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ): Remark 3.3 The complexity of computing most commonly used search directions for SDP is of the form mn 3 + m 2 n 2 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ); (3.5) where and are two positive constants (see 6, 9] ). We note that the third term in (3.5) cannot be neglected because sometimes it may contribute signi cantly to the complexity, especially when extra matrix factorizations are used. We also note that the computation of the XZ direction needs the least number of matrix factorizations. This feature is also shared by the HKM direction. ops. After L ?1 A i ; i = 1; : : : ; m; is obtained, the computation of L ?1 A i X T involves m matrix multiplications, and thus needs 2mn 3 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ) ops. Finally, m 2 inner products are needed, thus accounting for 2m 2 n 2 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ) ops. Therefore, the computation of the XZ direction with formula (3.6) takes 3mn 3 + 2m 2 n 2 + O(maxfm; ng 3 ops. However, in our Matlab implementation, we use (3.4) instead of (3.6) because the CPU time often increases when (3.6) is applied. A similar observation was made by Toh 9] . Nevertheless, (3.6) may be useful in other computational environments.
Remark 3.5 The computation of the ZX direction is similar to that of the XZ direction.
Actually, ( X; y; Z) is an XZ direction at (X; y; Z) if and only if ( X T ; y; Z) is a ZX direction at (X T ; y; Z). 4 The XZ/ZX Method
The algorithm described below is an XZ/ZX method because it uses the XZ and ZX search directions alternately. It follows the Mehrotra predictor-corrector algorithmic framework of Todd, Toh, and T ut unc u 8]. Compute and from (4.2) with X; Z replaced by X; Z. Update (X + ; y + ; Z + ) = (X T ; y; Z) + ( X T ; y; Z):
In our numerical implementation, we choose = 0:98 and set ! equal to 2 for the AHO method and 1 for others. 
we actually use the XZ and ZX directions alternately. More speci cally, Algorithm 4.1 is equivalent to an algorithm using the XZ and ZX directions alternately with the iteration sequence f(X k ; y k ; Z k )g; whereX k = X k for k = 2p?1, andX k = (X k ) T for k = 2p; p 1:
This property can be veri ed by a simple linear algebra manipulation.
Numerical Results
We thank Toh, Todd, and T ut unc u for making their Matlab code SDPT3 10] available to us. We used their code for running the Mehrotra algorithm using the AHO, HKM, and NT search directions. We tested the following problems:
1. random SDP problem with n = 100; m = 50, 2. random SDP problem with n = 50; m = 100, We performed our numerical experiment using Matlab 5.0. The computations were carried out on the IBM RS/6000 SP system at Argonne National Laboratory.
We tested ten random instances for each problem. We stopped the computation when either no progress was made (due to numerical instability) or the number of iterations reached 50. The average results are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 .
From the results displayed in the two tables we observe the following: The XZ/ZX method and the AHO method achieve higher accuracy than the other methods.
In most cases the XZ/ZX method is faster than the AHO method. The XZ/ZX method takes about three more iterations than the AHO method, with the exception of the ETP problem where the XZ/ZX method takes signi cantly more iterations.
With the exception of the ETP problem the XZ/ZX method requires signi cantly fewer ops per iteration than the AHO method and only slightly more ops than the HKM method which requires the fewest ops per iteration of the methods tested. 
